
LOS TROMPOS  
 

     after Héctor Esrawe and Ignacio Cadena    

 

como el pájaro azul  

a girl less than half my age  

warbles in a pitch barely audible  

to those who do not listen    

as she spins, is spun   

on a life-size spinning-top 

in the center of the plaza  

azul como la piedra preciosa  

the strips of fabric interweave  

into a color I do not know  

the name of as those willing  

to take a spin nestle  

into the entwinement  

azul azul es el mar  

and you, love, are an ocean  

of land away from me  

a country of which I know little  

except the 3,000 miles  

we drove on hot days to find  

a new home and did you know  

there are 4,068,000 miles of roads  

we have yet to drive together 

I told myself this would not  

turn into a love poem  

but I spin, am spun  

para ti mi canción es azul  

I watch the children  

as they spin, are spun  

in this space that is usually  

empty and my need to fill  

everything uninhabited  

with something of beauty  

or purpose, or are those not  

the same thing anymore  

these children play  

careless to everything around them   

would it be fair to have one  



of my own or rather of our own 

who do these children belong to  

or why do some think they do not belong  

in this ocean of land we have created  

or allowed to exist as if we had been  

asleep for the past 238 years  

or centuries even  

azul azul como el cielo 

the color of the ocean  

is only the sky’s reflection  

and these children throw back  

their heads in laughter  

as they spin, are spun  

and they do not absorb  

the walls we are building  

to keep others out or to keep  

ourselves in—it makes no difference 

the day’s light has faded  

into someone else’s tomorrow  

adiós azul azul  
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